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Prepare To Meet New Fed Expectations On Effective Boards
By Jeremy Newell, Jean Veta and Lucy Bartholomew
(March 18, 2021, 4:44 PM EDT)
On Feb. 26, the board of governors of the Federal Reserve System published
supervisory guidance[1] regarding the effectiveness of boards of directors at large
financial institutions.[2]
The guidance, which finalizes proposed guidance from 2017,[3] sets forth five
"principles-based" attributes of an effective board. The Federal Reserve intends to
use this to inform its supervisory assessment of board effectiveness for purposes of
the governance and controls component of its large financial institution rating
system.
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In adopting this principles-based approach, the Federal Reserve made clear that it
would take into account "material differences in activities, risk profile, and
complexity among large financial institutions," although the guidance itself provides
little detail regarding how it may do so.
The five attributes of an effective board are as follows:
1. An effective board sets "clear, aligned, and consistent direction regarding the
firm's strategy and risk appetite."
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2. An effective board "direct[s] senior management regarding the board's
information needs."
3. An effective board "oversee[s] and hold[s] senior management accountable for
effectively implementing the firm's strategy, consistent with its risk appetite, while
maintaining an effective risk management framework and system of internal
controls."
4. An effective board "support[s] the independence and stature of independent risk
management and internal audit."
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5. An effective board "maintain[s] a capable board composition and governance structure."

This article describes the practical implications of this guidance for large financial institutions.
Helpful Clarity Regarding Expectations for Boards
The five attributes, while principles-based in nature, clearly describe a range of specific actions that the
Federal Reserve expects an effective board to take. For this reason, the attributes are likely to be
employed as a de facto checklist for supervisors in assessing and rating a firm's governance and controls
component.
Together with the Federal Reserve's accompanying effort to revise or rescind related supervision and
regulation letters,[4] the new guidance streamlines the Federal Reserve's regulatory expectations for
boards, which should make compliance more straightforward and allow boards to adapt their oversight
to their principal responsibilities and emerging risks.
In addition, throughout the guidance, the Federal Reserve distinguishes between the board's duty of
oversight and senior management's responsibilities. Such a distinction has long been a significant
industry concern.[5]
A (Somewhat) More Flexible Approach Than the 2017 Proposal
The guidance contains a number of small changes relative to the 2017 proposal that, taken together,
should give the boards of large financial institutions greater leeway in key respects to appropriately
tailor their activities to their unique business and risk profiles. For example:
•

The guidance has been revised to make clear that a board may review appropriately detailed
summaries of the significant policies, programs, and plans that it reviews and approves, rather
than their entirety.[6]

•

The guidance clarifies that a board is expected to "challenge" management only where
weaknesses or gaps are identified or information is incomplete, walking back language in the
2017 proposal that suggested adversarial "challenge" as a standing expectation, even in the
absence of cause for concern.[7]

•

The guidance makes clear that a board should evaluate its strengths and weaknesses on an
ongoing basis, but does not include aspects of the 2017 proposal that some commenters
worried would allow supervisors to require formal board self-assessments in the ordinary
course.[8]

New, Formal Expectations Regarding the Review of Complaints
Unlike the 2017 proposal, the guidance includes a new expectation that "[a]n effective board also
reviews reports of internal and external complaints, including 'whistleblower' reports."
While the guidance only suggests that boards should "review" such reports, the scope of the expected
review is unclear, and, in contrast to other guidance provisions, the Federal Reserve did not include a
materiality qualifier, a description of the complaint types a board should review, or the kinds of followup actions that supervisors would consider appropriate.
New, Formal Expectation That Boards Consider a Diverse Pool of Potential Director Nominees

In another change from the 2017 proposal, the guidance notes, in the context of an effective board's
establishment of "a process designed to identify and select potential director nominees with a mix of
skills, knowledge, experience, and perspectives," that "[t]his process takes into account, for example, a
potential nominee's expertise, availability, integrity, and potential conflicts of interest and considers a
diverse pool of potential nominees, including women and minorities."
In introducing the latter language, the guidance's focus on diversity suggests that the Federal Reserve
may formally consider, in rating a financial institution under the large financial institution rating system's
governance and controls component, the extent to which a board fails to consider a diverse pool of
potential nominees when selecting new directors.[9] It remains to be seen how supervisors will apply
this new expectation in practice.
Falling Short of the Guidance May Lead to Adverse Consequences
While the guidance does not place affirmative requirements on financial institutions or their boards, the
Federal Reserve's indication that it will use the attributes to inform governance and controls ratings
strongly suggests that the guidance will set regulatory expectations for boards during supervisory
examinations. Failing to adhere to these standards likely will result in potential large financial institution
rating downgrades and/or other supervisory findings.
By articulating clearer standards, the guidance may provide a vehicle for the Federal Reserve to link
board ineffectiveness to unsafe or unsound practices or other violations of law. Such findings, in turn,
may form the basis for issuing matters requiring attention or matters requiring immediate attention,
which themselves may serve as predicates to informal or formal enforcement action.
Potential Trickle-Down Effects for Bank Holding Companies That Are Not Large Financial Institutions
On its face, the guidance applies only to the very largest financial institutions subject to the large
financial institution rating framework, and not to the much larger number of bank holding companies
that are instead subject to the RFI/C(D) system.[10] However, much of the guidance addresses
governance topics that are relevant to firms of all sizes, and in practice supervisors may nonetheless
look to the guidance to inform their own assessments of smaller firms.
This risk may be heightened by the fact that the RFI/C(D) system also takes into account, as a
subcomponent of its risk management component, the quality of board oversight, but provides almost
no specific information on how board effectiveness will be judged for RFI/C(D) firms.[11]
Accordingly, firms not subject to the guidance may nonetheless find it useful to carefully consider the
guidance and identify potential gaps or differences that may nonetheless be subject to supervisory
scrutiny.
Best Practices Moving Forward
In light of this guidance, large financial institutions should take a close look at how their boards are
operating. In particular, financial institutions should consider:
•

Performing a mapping of the board's responsibilities to the attributes and examples described in
the guidance;

•

Analyzing and documenting the board's oversight of the financial institution's strategy and risk
appetite, including the dates on which relevant oversight activities took place;

•

Reviewing the ways in which the board receives information from senior management regarding
significant risks, and developing feedback loops that allow the board to direct senior
management to provide such information;

•

Reviewing the ways in which the board holds senior management accountable, including
through performance management and compensation decisions, and adding more opportunities
for the board to exercise this accountability, as necessary;

•

Assessing the financial institution's whistleblower and other complaint processes, and making
any necessary changes to elevate appropriate complaint reports to the board;

•

Ensuring that the board considers a diverse pool of potential director nominees, including
women and minorities, and documents its efforts to do so;

•

Analyzing the ways in which the board is promoting the independence and stature of the
financial institution's independent risk management and internal audit functions, and making
sure that these functions are not siloed and can effectively challenge the business lines;

•

Assessing the ways in which the board is challenging senior management on identified
weaknesses, gaps, or incomplete information; and

•

Performing ongoing evaluations of the board's composition and skillset, and performing
training, as necessary, so that the board is equipped to support the financial institution's safety
and soundness and compliance with laws and regulations.

The guidance, although nonbinding, sets forth clear supervisory expectations for the boards of large
financial institutions. It provides helpful clarity, which should make compliance more straightforward
and allow boards to focus their oversight on their principal responsibilities and emerging risks.
Failing to meet the guidance's supervisory expectations may lead to adverse consequences, including
negative supervisory findings, and the potential for informal and formal enforcement action. As such,
large financial institutions are well advised to consider how closely their board activities track the
guidance and make any enhancements, as appropriate.
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